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Diane Urquhart
From:

Joe Killoran [killoran@sympatico.ca]

Sent:

Monday, November 19, 2007 7:49 AM

To:

Hon. Dwight Duncan, M.P.P.; Alex (IDA) Popovic; Claude (OTPP) Lamoureux; Dave Velanoff; David (OBSI) Agnew;
David (OSC Chairman) Wilson; Don (RCMP) Kerr; Doug (BCSC) Hyndman; Dr. John (CIBC) Pattison, Sr. V.P.; Ed
Waitzer; Ellen Bessner; Grant (FSCO) Swanson; Hon. Carol Skelton, P.C., M.P.; Hon. Debby (ON MPP) Matthews;
Hon. Frank Quennell, Q.C.; Hon. James Flaherty, MP; Hon. Judy Wasylycia-Leis, MP; Hon. Paul Martin Jr.; Hon.
Rob Nicholson, P.C., M.P.; Howard (ON MPP NDP) Hampton; Hugh (MFDA) Corbett; Jack Layton, M.P.; Jim
(RCMP) Ogden; Larry (MFDA SRO CEO) Waite; Laura (MFDA) Slomczewski; Michael (OSC) Watson; Right
Honourable Steven Harper; Shaun (MFDA) Devlin; Stephen (FPSC) Szikora; Susan (IDA) WOLBURGH-JENAH
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Desjardins outlines its ABCP activities
Barry Critchley
Financial Post
Monday, November 19, 2007
The plan was done to look after its own clients, but this week's decision by Montreal-based Desjardins
Group may end up affecting customers of its larger Toronto-based bank competitors. And that would
be a good thing, according to some analysts, particularly as it may be a solution to the asset-backed
comercial paper mess.
On Thursday, Desjardins provided the market with more information about its ABCP activities,
including details about what it referred to as "assumption of assets held in the form of non-banksponsored asset-backed commercial paper to protect members and clients from prevailing market
uncertainty."
In its latest quarter, Desjardins made two ABCP decisions: It assumed the non-bank-sponsored ABCP
held in certain mutual funds, and it also assumed the non-bank-sponsored ABCP acquired in
connection with the securities custody and lending activities undertaken by Desjardins Trust on behalf
of institutional clients for whom Desjardins had not originally assumed the risk.
Those two decisions affected $1.2-billion of ABCP held by clients. On top of that there was a further
$700-million held by Desjardins for its own investment purposes. Desjardins has taken a $160-million
writedown on the $1.9-billion of ABCP.
Alban D'Amours, chief executive of Desjardins group, said the decision was made because "it was in
the best interest of our members and clients that we assumed these securities held on their behalf.
Given the complexity of this issue, we felt that it was more appropriate under the circumstances to
manage the overall situation from the perspective of the entire Desjardins Group so that our members
and clients would not have to be concerned about the situation."
In August, National Bank said it would acquire all of the ABCP held in mutual funds and pooled funds
of subsidiaries of the Bank, all of the ABCP currently held by all its individual retail clients as well as
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certain other clients, at 100% of the acquisition cost plus accrued interest.
So what are the implications of Desjardins decision? Diane Urquhart, an independent analyst, said the
decision to reimburse its institutional clients "sets a benchmark for make-whole offers from the
sponsors and the banks/ investment banks that manufactured or distributed the third-party ABCP to
both retail and institutional clients, regardless of whether they were accredited investors."
She argues that the banks and/or investment banks that are counter-parties to the credit default swaps
and signatories to the limited use liquidity agreements are "co-maufacturers" of the third-party ABCP,
along with the sponsors. As such, they are different from some other investment banks that distributed
the third-party ABCP, but were not manufacturers of the paper they sold. "These distributors should
also expect to contribute to accommodating settlements with all their retail and institutional clients,
whether they are accredited or not, since they too were part of the negligence or deceit in the provision
of this defective product to Canadian pension funds, governments, corporations and thousands of
retail customers," she said.
Desjardins is a member of the Montreal accord, the group trying to set the conditions for the
resumption of normal activities on the Canadian non-bank-sponsored ABCP market. That group has a
Dec. 14 deadline.
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